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COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONVENTIONAL
AND MATERIALS FOR 75-~-J30RE CYLINDRICAL ROLLER

AT HIGH SPEEDS ‘

By Wrufi J. ANDEESON,E. FEEDMACKS,and ZOLTONN. NmKETE

CAGE DESIGNS
BEARINGS

SUMMARY

The re8ult8 oj two inved~ah%ns, one to detamine the re.?ative
merits qf four experimmtul and two conventional design 76-
millimekdmre (size 216) cylindri.d roller bearings and one
to dekwmine the relatioe merik of nodular km and bronze w
cage materials for thw size and type of bean”ng,are reported
herein. .Niru test bearings were operated over a range of DN
valum (product of bean-q bore in mm and 8haft 8peed in rpm)
from 0.9XIP to MX108, radial loadsfrmn 7 to 1613 pounok,
and m“l$ou78 from fi to 8 pounds per minui% with a single-jet
.Oir&tor~ oiLfeed.

Of the six bearings u8ed to evaluate designs, four were experi-
mental types un”th outer-race-riding cqec and inner-rme-
guided rolI?a8, and two were conventional types, one with outer-
race-guided roUer8 and cage and one wiih inner-race-guided
roller8 and age. Each of t.hwe six t.mt bearings m equipped
w“th a di~erent design qe made of nodular iron.

Tie experimental combinatim of an ou-ter-race-tiing cage
with a slraight-through mu%rrace and inner-race+idd roUer8
wa8 found to give the best over-all performance based on limiting
DN value8 and bearing tamperaturm. The bettm petj%rnwn.a
oj thi8 lype bearing OVPTboth the conventi.ond inm-race-rid~
We type and the conmntimuz.1 ouier-rata-riding cage type with
outw-race+lded roller8 i8 a rew?t of the relative ewe of lubrica-
tion and cooling and of the adequuh oi”lexiting paths which
minimize oil entrapment and churning 1088w.

The conventional inw-race-riding cage-type bearing could
not be succe-wfully operated at DN t.ulu.tx above 1.7.WIP be-
cau8e it 48inharerdy di$%ult to lubricate and cool. For the same
reman, the operaiing .%mperatunx of this type beu.mungwere
high-w than tho8e of the four experimental bearing8 throughout
the range of 8peed and oiljlow invedgated.

The conventional outer-race-riding cage-type bearing with
OWr-race-guiU roUer8 operakxi 8ucce88fuUy at a DN mlwe
of fiJ XIOe but incurred very 8evere cage and roller wear at very
l@h speed8, vobably becawe of high cage slip. T?nk type

. bearing was jound to be adequately lubricated and cooled at
relativdy low m-l ibw8 (3.0 and 3.76 lb/rein). At oil jbw8 of
6.6 and S.0 pounds per minute, howew, thiv type bearing
operated at h~her temperatures than the other te8t bearing8
because of excawire churning 1588es.

Cage-pocket type (broached orjitted) had liti!ik or no effeet on
bearing operating temperature or heut dimipation to the oil.
.Botl cages withjitted pockets incurred greuter wear in the roller
pockets than did their prototype with broached pockets.

Four identical bearings with mu%race-gui.ded roU4r8 and
cages (two with nodular iron and two W-K%bronze cag~) were
u8ed to evakuk the two cage materiab. The re8uL!a,which are
applicable with certainty only to tlw outer-race-riding cage-type
bearing, indicmk that wear rate8 vary with cage slip and appear
to be a junction of cage materiul and also of the didiq velocity
and load betwetm the rok8 and inw race. Cage 81ip occwr8
more read~y at ~~ vahu?s above I.WIP if the cage material i.8
noduiizr iron rather than the bronze invtxtigated. Conseqmmtly,
beari~8 with nodular iron cage$ showed more wear of roUer8and
cagm (Mpecial.ly in cage-rolls pocketi) than did bearing8 m’th
bronm cagev.

The 8everi rolLer and cage wear obtained in the two conven-
tional mu!.er-race-riding edge-type beting8 with nodular iron
qee 8ugge8t8that roL?er-pocketand cage-laeating+uxfw friction
may, undkr cenlzin operating conditimw, aceed thi tractivejorce
between the rolkr8 and inw race and may, therefore, be 7e-
8p07@h for the on8et of cage slip. @le 81ip in bearing8 m“th
bronze cages w accompanied by wvere roller. wear and light
cage wear in b cagmolbr pockeh. . Thti fgct, togeth- with
the 8evwe cage wear a8800iu.ted with nodular iron cage-type-
bearing 81ip, 8ugge8t8 thut cage material muy be a factor in
reducing cage wear in a beurirq operating under 81ip conditions.

There UXMlittle di$erence in performance between #w bronze
and nodular iron eqWS as memured by bearing temperature,
heut dimipation to h oil, and beari~ wear at DN valm to
l.~xld (16,000 rpm) . The wear in d tat bearing8 at 8peed8
to 16,000 rpm wa.8 l@ht and WKWnot of a mqnituda that would
in4iieat8 a very limitkl life.

INTRODUCTION

The investigation reported herein was conducted at the
NACA Lewis laboratory during 1952 and 1953.

Although cage failures rank high among the causes of bear-
iug failure in high-speed roller and ball bearings in turbojet
and turboprop engines (refs. 1 to 6), little rtxwrcb has been
reported on either cnge materials or cage designs. Bnzic
friction and wear studiw of cage materials are reported in
reference9 7 to 9.

It would be ideal to design a cage with hydrodynamic
lubrication at allpoints of contact between the cage and races
and rollers, for then failures due to wear, galling, and cage
pi&up would not exist. This mode of lubrication has been -
the object of prdiminary NACA research on cage dezigg,
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but success has not yet been achieved in this regaxd. Until
hydrodynamic lubrication at all cage-contacting surfaces can
be achieved, boundary lubrication will exist at pointi” of
sliding contact, and the wear and frictional properties of the
cage material will be of extreme importance. In addition, oil
interruption requiremats are becoming exceedingly severe.
For a bearing to operate 15 minutes without oil supply, as is
recommended in a recent miLitary specitlcation, auxiliary
lubrication systems must be employed to achieve hydro-
dynamic lubrication. The oil interruption requirement there-
fore serves to emphasize the cage material problem.

Much work remains to be done on the evaluation of the
merits of the’mora promisii cage materials in actmd bear-
ings. Data obtained with friction and wear machiuea merely
act as a guide in the choice of materials from which cages
should be made, and results cannot be considered conclusive
until bearing perfonmwe data are at hand.

The evaluation of the relative merits of various cage de-
signs must be considered along with the materials problem.
Some of the present cage designs are not satisfactory because
they incorporate many inaccessible surfaces making ade-
quate lubrication diilicult or imposible. The inner-race-
riding cage type, which is perhaps used more widely than
any other, has given fairly good results notwithstanding the
fact that lubrication of the cage-locating surface is very
difiicult, siwe centrifugal force tends to throw the oil away
from this surface (ref. 6). There is not much published infor-
mation on the performance charactitics of outer-race-
riding cages. Cages of this type are believed ta trap oiI,
create high churning losses, and thus operate at higher tem-
peratures than do othbr types of cages. However, such
churning losses are due prinmdy to design md are not
necessarily characteristic of this cage type. Furthermore, it
appenrs that a properly designed outar-race-riding cage might
prove to be inherently better than other types of cagea.

The experimental resuh% reported herein consist of two
comparisons: one of cage designs and one of cage materials.
All test bearings were 75-millimeter-bore (size 215) cylindrical
roller bearings. Tbe operating characteristics of six bearings
equipped with nodular iron cages of diilerent design were
determined at DiV values (bore in mm times shaft speed in
rpm) of 0.3X10e to 2.3X10e, loads of 7 to 1613 pounds, and
oil flows of 2 to 8 pounds per minute. The materials evalua-
tion consisted of a determination of the operating charac-
teristics of four bearings which were identical except for cage
material, two being equipped with bronze and two with
nod&r iron cages, at DiVvalues of 0.3X 10eto 2.1X106, loads
of 7 to 1613pOUndS, and Oil flOWS of 2 to 8 pounds per tillk.
Test bearings are compared with respect to operating tem-
peratures, limiting DIV values, wear, and heat dissipation to
the oil. The test bearings are described fully in the section
TEST BEARINGS.

APPARATUS

BEARING RIG

The bearing rig (fig. 1) used for this investigation is basi-
cally the same as that usedln references 10 and 11. Prior to

.

running the tests reported herein, the rig itself was connected
to a new gearbox and drive motor. In addition, a clrmhpot
was added to the load arm to dampen vibrations of the mm
at high speeds.

& shown in figure 1, the bearing under investigation was
mounted on one end of the test shaft, which was supportcxl
in cantilever fashion in order that bearing component pruts
and lubricant flow could be observed during operntion. A
radial load -wasapplied to the test bearing by means of a lever
and dead-weight system in such a manner that the loading
of the test bearing was essentially unaffected by small shaft
deflections or by small shaft and load-arm misnlinements.

The support bearings were lubricated in the manner de-
scribed in reference 10. Oil was supplied to the support bem-
ings at a pressure of 10 pounds per square inch through O.lSO-
inch-diametm jets and at a temperature equal to that of the
iwt-beariug oil (100° l?). ,

DRIVE EQUIPMENT

The high-speed drive equipment consisted of a shunt-
wound 30-horsepower direct-wrrent motor connected to n
14:1 speed increaser. The high-speed shaft of the speed in-
creaser -wasconnected to the test shaft by means of a floating
spline coupling. The speed range of the test shaft was 1100
to 36,000 rpm, controllable to within +50 rpm at all spmds.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

The method of temperature measurement is described in
reference 10. Iron-constantan thermocouples wero located
in the outer-race housiug at 60° intervals around the outor-
race periphery at the axial midpoint of the bearing under
imwtigation. A copper-constantan thermocouple was
pressed against the bore of the inner race at the axial micl-
point of the test bearing. The thermocouple eleotromotivo
force was transmitted from the rotating shaft by means of
small slip rings located on the end of the test shaft (ref. 12).

LUBRICATION SYSTEM

The lubrication system used was of the circulating typo.
Separate pumps were used to supply oil to the support bew-
ings and the test bearing, and full-flow filters were provided
after the oil+mpply pumps. Oil irdet temperature was con-
trolkd to within & 1° F and oil inlet prewure to within +0.5
pound per square inch. Supporhbearing oil flow ma drained
by gravity from the base of the rig. Test-bearing oil was
collected in cans and pumped either to weighing buckets or
back to the sump.

TEST BEARINGS

Nine testbearings (size215) were used for the investigations.
Bearing dimensions were: bore, 75 millimeters; outside diam-
eter, 130 millimeters; and width, 25 millimeters. All bear-
iugg had standard SAE 52100 steel racea and rollers of the
same surface iinish and hardness (within manufacturing tol-
erances). Schematic drawings of all nine test bearings me
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FIGUREI.—Cutaway view of radial-load rig.

shown in figure 2. Data for beariwy A to F were used for
tho cagedesign evaluation, while data for bearing-g F to I
wore used for the cage-material evaluation. Bearings A to
G were equipped with pearlitic nodular iron cages cut from
the same billet, and bearings H and I were equipped with
bronze cages. Physical properties and chemical composition
of the cage materials are given in table I. Nodular iron was
chosen as the first material to be used in this experimental
cage-material program because it affords a good combma-

,.

tion of antiweld, wear, expansion-coefficient, and strength
propertie9 (ref. 7).

Bearings A, B, C, D, and E all had double-flanged inner
races (inner-ram-guided rollers) and straight-through outer
races, Bearings F to Ihad double-flanged outer races (outer-
rrtce-guidedrollers) and straight-through inner races. Bear-
ing A was equipped with a one-piece inner-racwiling cage

with 20 brorwhed pockets (fig. 2(a)). Bearing B was
equipped with a two-piece cage with 16 fitted pockets which
was piloted on the outer race outside the roller track (@.
2(b)). Bearing C was equipped with a one-piece cage with
16 broached pockets which was piloted on the outer race out-
side the roller track (fig. 2(c)). Bearing D was equipped
with a one-piece cage with 16 broached pockets which was
piloted on the outer race in the roller track (fig. 2(d)). Bear-
~~ E was” equipped with a two-piece cage with 16 fitted
pockets which was piloted on the outer race in the roller
track (fig. 2(e)). Bearings F to I were equipped with one-
piece cages with 20 broached pockets which were piloted on
the shoulders of the ou~-race flan& (fig. 2(f)).

The dimensions of all nine test bearinga are given in
table II.
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FIGUFUI 2.-Schematic

PROCEDURE

Each bearing was first subiected to a number of teats ‘at
D~vah?s of 0:3x10e to 1.2~10e, loads of 7 to 1613 pounds,
and oil flows of 2 to 8 pounds per minute. (These tests werf3
collectively termed the low-speed tests.) Each bearing was
then run to the mtium speed at which equilibrium tem-
pemtures could be obtained at oil flows of 2 to 8 pounds per
minute. The sis bearinga used in the cage-cbign inve@ga-
tion were checked for wear only after the high-speed tests,
whereas the four bearings used to evaluate the ~ae materials
were checked for wear after both the low: and high-speed tests.
Eachbearingwasrun tbroughthesameseriesof testaso that the
total running time on each bearing was approximately equal

LUBRICATION OF TEST BEABtiGS

Lubricant was supplied to the test bearings through a
single jet, having a 0.050-inch-diameter orifice. The oil was
directed normal to the bearing face opposite the load zone.
The optimum radial position for the oil jet was determined
experimentally for each test bearing and was found to be
between the cage and inner race for all test bparings.

A highly retied nonpolymer-containing petroleum-base
lubricating oil used to lfibricate the bearings in several cur-
rent turbojet engines was used to lubricate the test bearings.
The viscometric properties of the test oil are shown in figure
3. Data for iigure 3 mom obtained from daily samples of
test oil. Viscosities were obtained. by standard laboratory

Oi I
jet

oil
jet

(d)

(e)

(f)

(d) Bearing D.

(e) Bearing E.

(f) Bowings F, G, H, and 1.

swings of W bearings.

procedures, and the data plotted in figure 3 reprewnt the
mean for all the samples of oil.

Oil was supplied to the test bearingwat a temperature of
100° F and at pressures of 30 to 405 pounds per square inch,
which corresponded to oil flows of 2 to 8 pounds per minute.

TEST-BEARING MEASUREMENTS

Measurements of test+bearing component parts were ob-
tained in a constantitemperature gage room. Standard,
precision inspection instruments measuring to 0:0001 inch
per division were used to obtain dimensions of the mces
and cages. A comparator-type gage measuring to 2X10+
inch was used to obtain roller measurements. Test-bearing-
hardnes-s measurements are given in table III, and test-
bearing surface-finish measurements are given in tal.h IV.

RESULTS’ AND DISCUSSION

The results of the experimental inves.tigsttionof cuge
designs are presented in figures 4 to 10 and tables II to IV.
The results of the experimental investigation of c~e mate-
rials are presented in figures 11 to 15 and in tables II to VI.
Bearing performance is discussed and analyzed with respect
to bearing temperature, heat dissipation to the oil, bearing
wear, and limiting Di’V value. The latter is defined as the
mmimum DiV at which the bearing will operate nt an
equilibrium temperature.
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Temperature, ‘F

FIGURE3.—Effeot of temperature on kinematic and absolute viacos-
itim of teat oiJ. Pour point, leas than –75° F; fkh point, 300° F;
vkcosity index, 76; autogenous ignition temperature, 500° F (time
lag before igrdtion at temperature indicated was under 2 rein).

CAGE-DESIGN INVESTIGATION

DN VALUE

IMeot of DIV on operating temperatures.-l?igure A shows
the effect of DiV (valuea to 1.2x 10~ on the outer-race mti-
mum temperature of test bearings A to F at oil flows of 2.o,
2.75, 5.5, rmd 8.0 pounds per minute. The outer-ram maxi-
mum tempmmture of each of the six test bearings is very
nearly a linear function of DIV value at all four oil flows
over this range of DiV values. Bearings B, C, D, and E
operated at lower temperatures than did bearings A and F
under all conditions of operation, the diilerence in operating
temperatures becoming greater with increasing DiV. This
indicutes that the four experimental bearing types were
more effectively lubricated and cooled at all four oil flows
thcm were the two conventional designs. Among the fow
mperinmnttd types, bearings D and E (cage-locating pads
between the rollers) operated at slightly lower temperatures
than did bearings B and C (Ca.ge-lomting surfaces outside
the roller track). However, the operating temperatures of
bearings B and C varied only 4° 1?from those of bearings D
and E at a DiVof 1.2x10E. The cages of bearings B and C
lmve a slightly greater tendency to trap oil than do those
of bearings D rmd E.

The curves of figure 4 show that bearing A operates at
significantly higher temperature than the four experimental
bearings at the two lowest oil flows, while bearing F operates
at the highest temperatures at the two highest oil flows.
These resuhs indicate that the interior surfaces of benring A
were not properly lubricated and cooled at the low oil flows
rmd that a high-velocity oil jet is required for sufficient oil
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FIGURE4.-Effect of DN on bearing outer-race maximum “kmperature
at four oiJ flow-e for bearinga A to F. Load, 368 por.mds;oil Met
temperature, 100° F.

to penet~te through the smaJ space between the cage and
inner race. The results also indicate that, while bear@ F
was adequately lubricated at the two lowest oil flows, con-
siderable oil entrapment between the outewace flanges
occurred at the higher oil flows and resulted in heat genera-
tion due to oil churning.
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FIGURE&-Effeot of DN on ratio of deikoted to tranamittid oil flows
for bearings A to F. Load, 368 pounde; oil flow, 2.75 pounds per
minute; oil inlet temperature, 100° F.

It can be seen then that high operating temperatures
result with the conventional inner-race-riding cxqge-~e
bearing because of its inherent W3iculty of lubrication and
cooling and with the conventional outer-race-riding oage-
type bearing because of its tendency to trap oil and oreate
high churning losses. Bearings B, C, D, and E operated at
lower temperatures than did the conventional bearings,
because the lubricant had eaay access to the interior surfaces
plus a low resistance path to tit hvm the bearing.

Cage-pocket type had little effect on bearing operating-
temperature, as is evidenced by the fact that the curves
of bearings B and C and those of bearings D and E are
coincident at DIV values to 1.2X106. “

Effect of DN on ratio of deflected oil flow to transmitted
oil flow.—I?igure 6 shows the effect of DiV on the ratio of
deflected oil flow (that oil w~ch is collected on the tide of
the oil jet) to transmitted oil flow (that oil which is collected
on the side opposite the oil jet) for test bearings A to F.
The curves illustrate the relative ease of lubricant flow into
and thro~mh the bearing types under investigation (trans-
mitted oil flow increases with decreasing flow ratio). For
all six test bearings, the flow ratio increased with increas-
ing D~ because of the greater tendency to-throw oil off the
face of the bearing at higher rotative speeds. The flow ratio ~
was highest for bearing A, because it offered the greatest
resistance to lubricant flow; and lowest for bearing F, be-
cause its straightAhrough inner race offered little resistance
to lubricant flow. Since bearings B, C, D, and E had only
16 rollers while bearing A had 20 rollers, the total of all the
voids between the rollers was some 33 percent greater in
bearings B, C, D, and E. This couId account in part for
the greater resistance to lub@wnt flow, but the pmjor re-
sistance to flow in beari.qg A was the small space between
the ~~e and inner race.

COMMITTEQ FOR AERONAUTICS
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(a) Oil flow, 2.0 pounds pm minuta.

(b) Oil flow, 2.75 pounds per minute.

Fmmm 6.—lMect of DN on power rejected to oil at two oil flows for
bci.aringaA to F. Load, 368 pounds; oil inlet temperature, 100° F,

EiTect of Div on power rejected to oil,-Figure 6 shows tho
effect of DiV on power rejected to the oil at oil flows of 2.0
and 2.75 pounds per minute for’ test bearings A to F. The
heat dissipated to the oil is lowest for bearing A, because this
type of bearing is inherently diftlcult to cool. This advan-
tage, although small when compared with the heat dissiputecl
to the oil for bearings B, C, D, and E, is gained only at tl.m
expense of the ~~her operating temperatures previously dis-
cussed. The heats dissipated to the oil for bemings D and
E are only slightly greater than for bearing A and are
somewhat less than those for bearings B and C. The higher
heats dissipated to the oil for bearings B and C may be duo
to the greater tendency of their cages to trap oil and create
churning losses higher than those in bearings D and E. The
curves for bearing F show that its heat tilpation to the oil
does not exceed those of the other bearings until DiY values
of about 0.85X 10e (approximately 11,000 rpm) are reached.
At higher speeds, however, its heat dissipation to the oil
becomes siggcantly greater than those of the other bearings.
These rmults illustrate the effects of oil entrapment and tho
consequent churning losses, which do not beoome significant
until high speeds are reached. The combination of a double-
flanged outer race and an outer-race-riding cage, not pro-
vided with adequate oil-draiie paths, results in excessivo
oil ohurniug losses at high rotative speeds.

The fact that the curves for bearings B and C and those
for bearings D and E are nearly coincident indicates that
cage-pocket type (broached or fitted) has little or no effeot
on the “heatWlpatid to the oil.
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FmUREI7.—Effect of load on bearing outer-race maximum and inner-
race temperatures for bearings A to F. DN, 1.2X106; oil flow,
2.76 pounds per minute; oil inlet temperature, 100° F.

LOAD

Tlm effect of load on bearing outer-race maximum and
inner-race temperatures for test bearings A to F is shown in
figure 7. As the load was increased from 368 to 1613 pounds,
outer-race maximum temperatures increased ordy slightly,
while inner-race temperatures increased at a somewhat
greater rate. As the load was increased horn 7 and 113
pounds to 368 pounds, outer-race maximum temperatures
increased sharply because of the decrease in cage slip. At
low lords, roller slip occurs between the rollers and inner
race, causing the cage to slip or to rotate at a rotational
speed somewhat below ita theoretical rotational speed. Per-
centage cage slip is defined as follows:

‘ercent~ec~esJip=(N=e9100
where

NUT theoretical cage rotational speed, rpm

No actual cage rotational speed, rpm

At the lowest loads, cage slip varied from 7 to 88.5 percent
and was responsible for the decreased rate of heat generation.
Inner-race temperatures, however, do not always rise as
shmply in going from the low-load to the high-load range,
because the rolling and sliding contact which exists -between
the inner race and rollers when cage slip is present apparently
generates nearly as much heat as the pure rolling contact
whioh exists at zero cage slip.

Cage slip is later shown in the section CAGE-SUPTESTS to
.b.e a cause of high wear in cylindrical roller bearings; con-
sequently, operation at light loads should be avoided. The
cause of the errntic shape of the inner-race temperature
curve for bearing D is unknown; e~cewive vibration accom-
panied the sharp rise when the load was increased horn 613
to 1113 pounds.

o I 2 3
Oil flo~ lb/min5

6 7 8

Fmmm8.—Effeot”ofoil flow on limiting Dl? value for bearings Ato F.

Load, 368 pounda; oil inlet tempertkum, 100° F.

HIGH-SPEEDOPERATINGCHARA~RISTIC9

Effect of oil flow on limiting Z)N value,-Each of the six
test bearings was run to its limiting llN value from a tem-
perate standpoint ody (that speed at which the bearing
would not operate at an equilibrium temperature or at which
bearing temperature rose rapidly, indicating an incipient
failure) at oil flows of 2.0, 2.75, 5.5, and 8.0 pounds per
minute. The results shorn in iigure 8 indicate that, in
general, limiting DN valuea increase with increasing oil flow.
The outer-race-riding cage-type bearings exhibited signM-
cantly higher limiting speeds than did bearing A. Bearing
A would not run at DNvalues a}ove 1.72X1O’ (23,000 rpm),
whereas bearing C was operated sucess.fullyat a DN value of
2.32X10e (S1,000 rpm). The @-pe of cage used in bearhugC
seems to be best suited to ulha-high-speed operation. Of
the four experimental bearings, bearing E showed the poorest
high-speed operating characteristics; this may have been due
to a weakness in deeigg or to the relatively small diametml
clearance in this bearing.

Although bearing F was successfully operated at a DIN
value of 2.1X 10e(28,000 rpm), operating temperatures above
a DiV of 1.5X 10ewere extremely erratio because of high cage
slip, which produced extremely high wear as discussed in the
section WEAR DATA.
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(a) Oilflow,2.75poundsperminute.
(b) Oilflow,8.0poundaperminute.

FIQUES%-BearhIg oute~racemaximumtemperatureas functionof
DA’ at very high speeds at two oil flows for bearings A to F. Load,

3r38poumis; oil inlet temperatq 100° F.

Effect of DN on operating temperatures at very high
speeds.—Curves of bearing outer-race maximum tempera-
ture as a function of DiV at very high speeds for test bearings
A to F are shown in figmre 9 at oil flows of 2.75 and 8.0
pounds per IIlilNlk. It is evident that the linear relation
which existed at low speeds (fig. 4) does not hold for W test
beari&s at very high speeds. The curvezifor bearings B, C,
D, and E are generally linear, but those of bearingg A and F
are quite erratic and indicative of unstable operation at very
high speeds. At an oil flow of 2.75 pounds per minute, the
slope of the curve for bearing F showed a marked tendency
to increase with speed, probably because of the increasing
rate of heat generation due to oil churning. Thus, the basic
vmaknessof this design becomes more apparent at very high
speeds. At an oil flow of 2.75 pounds per minute and a DiVof
1.65X 10°,bearing F operated at a temperature 54° F higher
than did bearing C. The curve for bearing F at an oil
flow of 8.0 pounds per minute is quite interesting in that the
bearing temperature decreased when the speed was increased
from a DIV of 1.5X 10eto 1.65X106. This unusual phenom-
enon was caused by a sudden increase in cage slip horn 1 or
2 percent to 35 percent.

wmE DATA

Wear data for the test-bearing component parts (wear
indicated by weight loss) are shown in bar graphs in figure
10. These data, together with thorough visual inspections,
are invaluable because they reveal the critical or weak
points in the various bearing designs. However, because
wear is such a complex phenomenon, the data should be used
only qualitatively and not quantitatively.

Heaviest wear in bearing A occurred between the roller
ends and the innemace roller-track flanges. In bearing A
very little oil gets to this location, because it is d.ificult for
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FIGUED10.—’iVear of component parta of bearings A to F.

the oil to penetrate through the small space between tho
inner-race flange and the cnge inside periphery; whatmwr
oil does pass through this barrier is immetlately thrown
outward by centrifugal force.

Heavy wear occurxed in bearing B in the cago-rollor
pockets, with the rollers sustaining especially heavy weor.
In contrwk, no severe wear occurred at any point in bearing
C. Since the cages of bearings B and C were alike oxcopt
for cage-pocket design, the more intimate contact produmcl
by the fitted pockets of bearing B together with their rela-
tively greater inaccessibility to the lubrioant may have
contributed to the higher wear. Neither bearing B nor C
sustained any significant wear at its cage-locating surface.

In bearing D heavy wear occurred at the cage outsiclo
periphery and at the outer-race inside periphe~. Appar-
ently, cage-locat~~ pads of bearing D were not of sufficicmt
size to support loads between the cage and its locatiug surface,
because very little wear ocmn-red at this point in bearing
E which had ~oe-locating pads that were about 60 percent
larger than those of bearing D. Bearing E sustained greater
wear in the cage pockets than did bearing D. Here again,
broached roller pockets seem to be superior to fitted roller
pockets.c

In bearing F severe wear occurred in the cage-roller
pockets. Both cage and roller wear were extreme; those
high valum of wear were found to be the result of the high
cage slip which occurred at DiV vahs above 1.5X 10° at
the higher oil flows. The possible causes of this cage slip.
are discussed in the following section. ,
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CAGE-MATERIAL INVESTIGATION

LOW-SPEEDTESTS

Effeot of DN on operating temperatures.-The effect of
DN on the outer-race mruinmm temperatures of bearings F
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I?mmm 12.—Effect of DN on power rejected to oil in bearings F to I
at four oil flows. Load, 368 pounds; oil inlet temperature, 100° F.

to I is shown in figure 11. Chrves for oil flows of 2.0, 2.75,
5.5, and 8.0 pounds per minute are shown. Diflerencm in
opprating temperatures for the four test bearings were small,
with the mtium difference in bearing temperatures
occurring at an oil flow of 2.75 pounds per minute and &DIV
of 1.2X106. W@. :

Effect of DN on power rejected to oil,-The effect of
DiV on the power rejected to the oil in bearings F to I is
shown in figure 12. Curves for oil flows of 2.0, 2.75, 5.5, and
8.0 pounds per minute are shown. Diilerences in the pOWW
rejected to the oil in the test bearings becsme greater at the
higher oil flows. The power rejected in bearing H is seen
to be greater at the two highest oil flows than that in
bearings F, G, and 1. Since only the power rejected in
bearing H and not that in both bearings H and 1seems to be
high, thi differences are probably due to test conditions, and
not to variations in frictional characteristics of the two ~ae
materials. At the conclusion of the tests of bear@ H, it
was discovered that a slight load misalinement had existed
during the tests. This condition manifested itself in the
form of slightly greater roller wear on one end than on the
other and in slightly uneven wear patterns in the ~~e
pockets. This condition could have been responsible for
the discrepancy in results between bearings H and 1.
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Load, lb

(a) OuM-race maximum temperature.
(b) Inner-race temperatum.

Fmuan 13.—E!Ratof load on oute~racemaximumand inne~race
temperaturesof bearingsF to 1. DN, 1.2X lW; oil flow, 2.75 pounds

per minute; oil inlet temperature, 100° F.

Effect of load on operating temperatures.-l?iguce 13 shows
the effect of load on both the outer-race mfium and the
inner-race temperatures of bearings F to 1. Inner-race data
for bearing H are not shown, because the inner-race thermo-
couple system was inoperative during that test. The curves
for rdl bearings are similar in shape with the greatest dis-
crepancies between bearings occurring at the two. lowest
lords, where slip occurred between the rollers and the inner
moo, causing the cage to slip or to rotate at a rotational
speed somewhat less than its theoretical rotational speed.

Reproducibility of bearing temperature cannot be obtained
at loads where any appreciable amount of cage slip occurs.

. Although care was taken to aasemble test bearings with
nearly identical diametrical clearances, cage slip varied horn
27 to 86 percent in bemings F to I when running at a load
of 7 pounds, an oil flow of 2.75 pounds per minute, and a
DN value of 1.2x1 O’. Values of ~me slip for bearings F
to I operating at this combination of conditions are shown
by points a to d in figuri 13. It has been found impossible
to duplicate cage slip in the same btig from day to day.
The data of figure 13 show that, at a load of 7 pounds, the
two bearings with grmtmt slip had the lowest temperatures.

It is evident from the curves of Iigure 13 that outer-race
maximum temperatures increase sharply in go~m horn the
low-load to the high-load range while inner-race tempera-
tures do not. The cause of this phenomenon is explained
in the previous discussion of the effect of 10ML

At the conclusion of the load tests, the characteristic
inner-raw frosting, which accompanies roller sliding and
cage slip, was observed on bearings F, G, and H.

Test-bearing wear.-The low-speed-test wear data (wear
indicated by weight change) for the teskbearing component
parts are tabulated in table V(a). The data show that
there is little difference in wear charadari&ics between the
bronze and nodular iron investigated at DIV values to
1.2X 10° (16,000 rpm), although the nodular iron cages did
show slightly greater wear. At 16,000 rpm and zero cagg
slip, the sliding veloci~ is 7970 feet per minute at the cage-
locating surface and 7310 feet per minute in the cage pockets.
The wear of all test-bearing component part-swas low and

I

L4 -

-o y - mrue
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-: F Mdular iron m
“z+t+—l—— I I I I I I I f I I 1

I IJ[ll l,!, I I I I I I I I I

Oil flow, lb/rein

FIGURE 14.-Effeat of oil flow on limiting DiVvaluee for bearfnga F tc 1.

Load, 368 pounds; oil inlet temperature, 100° F.

lot indicative of any severe bearing-life limitations nt speeds
n 16,000 rpm.

HIGH-SPEEDTESTS

Effect of oil flow on limiting DN values,-The effect of oil
low on the limiting DIV values for bearings F to I is shown
n figure 14. At each oil flow, each test bearing was run
mtil an equilibrium operating temperature could no longer
~e obtained. Limiting DIV values, in general, increased
withincreasing oil flow, and variations in limiting DAT values
>etweenbearings were relatively small.

Bearing operating temperatures at very high speeds,—
Figure 15 shows plots of bearing outer-race mminmrn
arnperature as functions of DiV values from 1.2X106 to the
imiting values for bearings F to 1. Curves for oil flows of
LO,2.75, 5.5, and 8.0 pounds per minute are shown. Unlilm
he DB7 curves at low speeds, the curves become mthor
wratic at high speeds, especially at the two highest oil flows.
During the course of the investigation, it was found that tlm
Jmrp changes in slope occur at the onset of cage slip. The
jests seem to indicate that a roller bearing is Capablo of
~bsorbing only a f3xed amount of torque when operating at
~ apecilic load and oil flow. When this limiting bearing
arque is reached, the maximum friction force that can be
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developed between the rollers and inner race is being utilized.

An increase in shaft speed beyond that at which the maxi-
mum bearing torque is developed wiU result in cage slip.
Several si@ficant points on @e 16 are identified, and the

corresponding values of cage slip are tabulated on the @ure.
At an oil flow of 5.5 pounds per minute, the slope of the
curve for bearing F decreased in going from point a to
point b, and at the same time cage slip increased from 2 to
30 percent. At the same oil flow, the curve for bearing G
rmhibited a marked increase of slope in going from point
c to point d; this change was accompanied by a decrease
in cage slip from 23 to 5 percent. Sharp changes in slope
apparently indicate changes in cage slip.

Test-bearing wear.—The high-speed-test wear data for the
teat-bearing component parts are tabulated in table V(b).
The. data show that the bearings with bronze cages incurred
much less wear than did the bearings with nodular iron
cages at bearing DiV values above 1.2X10E (16,000 rpm).
Mmirmun sliding velocities (assuming no cage slip) in the
test bearings at DiV valuea of 1.2x108 to 2.1x108 are 797o
to 13,950 feet per minute. Cage, roller, and outer-race

Lo 14 1.8 22d06
DIV

(a) Oil flow, 2.0 pounds per minute.
(b) Oil flow, 2.75 pounds per rninuta.
(o) Oil flow, 5.6 pounds per minute.
(d) Oil flow, 8.0 pounds per minute.

FIGUREM.-Beming outer-race maximum temperature as affected by
DN vrdues from 1.2X 10$ to limiting value at four oil flows for
bearings F ta 1. Loa~ 368 pounde; oil irdet temperature, 100° F.
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wear were severe in both bearings F and G. Roller wear wag
heavy in bearing H, presumably because of the slight load
mkahnement discussed in the section LOW-SPEEDTESTS. The
most signhlcant indication of the high-speed wear data is the
relative wear of the four test-bearing cages. The results of
basic friction and wear tests (ref. 7) and of low-speed tests
reported herein (which show negligible wear) indicate strongly
that the excessive wear incurred by the nodular iron cages
results not only from difkrences in material properties but
also from other factors. Comparison of the high-speed lliV
curves (fig. 15) and the high-speed-test wear data (table
V@)) suggests strongly that cage slip is responsible, at least
in part, for high wear rates and is therefore highly detrimental
to bearing life.

CA~ES~ TESllZ

The react ‘effects of increased cage slip, other than the
tendency to reduce bearing torque and bearing operating
temperatures because of reduced sliding velocities within
the bearing, were unknown at the time the high-speed
tests were run, so special tests were run to determine the
eilect of cage slip on the wear rates of the bearing component
parts. These results are discussed in the following section.

Effect of cage slip on wear rates of test-bearing oomponent
par@.-To detemaine the effect of cage slip on wear rates,
three tests were run using bearing 1. Bearing I was chosen
because it had sustained the least wear of all four test
bearings and was not worn to any damaging @ent. Three
tests, each of 4 hours duration, were run at a Di’V value
of 1.2x10e and an oil flow of 2.75 pounds par minute.
The load during each test was different in order to vary
the cage slip. The results of these tests are tabulated in
table VI. The data of table VI show that test bearing I
incurred no appreciable wear when cage shp was as high
as 30 percent but that very severe wear occurred at g5-
p&ent mge slip. At the start of the run at a load of 7
pounds, cage slip was about 40 percent and did not reach 95
percent until about 30 minutes had elapsed. The gradual
increase in cage slip was accompanied by a steady decline in
bearing temperatures indicative of the decreased rate of
heat generation within the bearing.

Comparison of these results with those of the low-speed
tests, where values of cage slip of 80 and 86 percent were
obtained in bearings H and F at a load of 7 pounds and a
DiV of 1.2X 106 (fig. 13), shows a marked difference in wear.
The wear during the low-speed twts may have been low
because of the short time (apprcm.15 rein) the bearings were
run under these conditions. At DiV values of 1.5XIOa
and higher and at a load of 368 pounds, very severe wear
occurred at valuea of wge slip on the order of 30 percent in
bearings F and G (see fig. 15 and table V(b)).

Cage material undoubtedly has an effect on wear rate, but
for- both cage materials in&kigated the results seem to
indicate that additional important factom affecting wear are
the sliding velocities and the loads between the component,
parts. The sliding veloci@ between the rollers and inner
race is, in turn, a function of the percentage cage slip and
the D37 value.
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It can be concluded then that cage slip, despite the fact
that it is accompanied by a decrease in heat generation, is
estrernely harmful, from a wear standpoint, to a cylindrical
roller bearing with an outer-raceriding cage. l?or this
reason, nodular iron cannot be recommended as a cage
material for this type of high-speed roller bearing, because
it apparently tends to promote cage slip. In reference 7
it is shown that nodular iron, although *biting low wear
rates in sliding against SAE 52100 steel, showed higher
coe5cients of friction in many cases than did bronze.
It seems most probable that, with nodular iron cages under
poor lubrication conditions introduced by high sliding speeds,
the friction forces between the cage and rollers and between
the cage and outer race become great enough to mceed
the tractive force between the rollers and inner race. When
this happens, cage slip occurs, causing surface welding
between the rollers and inner race. Transferred and loose
particles of steel that result from failure in sliding serve to
~brade and lap, producing the characteristic hosted appear-
ance on the inner race. The loose particles of steel would
accelerate wear of all component parts, and the transferred
metal could accelerate wear of all surfaces contacting the
periphery of the rollers.

EfTect of cage slip on limiting DN values.-Limiting
DiV value was previously ddined as the highest DiV at

which the bearing under investigation would operate at an
equilibrium temperature. In the light of the cage-slip and
high-speed test results, however, it might be advisable to
modify that definition to include the condition that no dam-
aging cn.geslip occur. The limiting DiV value for a bearing
operating at a specific load and lubricated in a SP6CXC
manner would then be the @ohest DiV value at which the
bearing would run at an equilibrium temperature without
damnging cage slip; limiting DN value would thus be a
function of load, oil flow, and operating diametrical clear-
ance, as well as other factors such as surface &h.

GENEllALOBSERVAnONS

Several critical clemancw which reflect the magnitude of
the wear at Werent points in the bearings are tabulated
in table IL It was observed that inner-race frosting ac-
companied cage slip in test bearings and that in bearings
with nodular iron cages the races and rollers appeared highly
polished where not frosted.

As shown in table HI, test-bearing-hardnessmcms.urements
changed little during the tests. Roller and cage hardness=
show rLconsistent small decrease, while race hardneses de-
creased slightly in some instances and remained constant in
other cases.

Te&beariug surface tihm (table ~ generally became
rougher during the tests. I?rosting considerably roughened
the inner rat=, and heavy roller wear resulted in rougher
surface iinishes on both roller periphery and ends. .

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Two investigations, one to determine the relative merits
of four eqmrim@al and two conventional design 75-
millimeter-bore (size 215) cylindrical roller bearings (each
equipped with a different design nodular iron cage), and one

to detwro.ine

FOR AERONAUTICS

the relative merits of nodular iron and bronzo

as cage materials (using four conventional outer-race-riding
cage-type bearings, two with nodular iron and two with
bronze cages), are reported herein. Nine test ~earinw ~vero
operated over a range of DN values (product of bearing bore
in mm times shaft speed in rpm) from 0.3X10° tc 2.3x108,
radial loads horn 7 to 1613 pounds, -and oil flows ‘from 2 to 8
pounds per minute with a singl~jet circulatory oil feed,

The following results were obtained in. the investigation
of bear@ desiggs :

1. The experimental combination of an outm-race-riding
cage with a straigh&through outer race and inner.rnce-
guided rollers was found to give the best over-all perform-
ance based on limiting DN values and bearing tempera-
tures. The better performance of this type bearing over
both the conventional inner-ra%riding cage type and tho
conventional outer-race-riding cage type with outer-race-
gnided rollers w-x a result of relative ease of lubrication
and cooling and of adequate oil etiting paths which mini-
mize oil entrapment and churning 10SSW.

2. Of the two basic types of mperimental outer-roce-
riding cages investigated, those with piloting surfnces out-
side the roller track were operated successfully nt higher
DN values (2.32X 10~ than were those with piloting sur-
faces between the rollers. On the other hnnd, the latter
type of cage operated at slightly lower temperatures, pre-
sumably because of reduced oil entrapment and churning
losses.

3. The conventional inner-race-riding cage-type bearing
could not be successfully operated at DN values abovo
1.72X 108because it is inherently diilicult to lubricate and
cool. For the same reason, the operating temperatures of
this type bearing were higher than those of the four eqmri-
mental bearing typ~ throughout tho range of speed and oil
flow investigated. The heat dissipation to the oil was, how-
ever, slightly lower for this type of bearing than for tho
qerimental types. —

4. The conventional outer-race-riding cage-type bearing
with outer-race-guided rollers operated successfully at a DiV
value of 2.1X 10° but incurred very severe cago and roller
wear at-very l@h speeds because of high mge slip. This
type bearing was found’ to be adequately lubricated and-
cooled at relatively low oil flows (2.0 and 2.75 lb/rein). At
oil flows of 5.5 and S.0 pounds per minute, however, thistypo
btig operated at higher temperatures than the other tmt
bearings because of mcmsive churning losses. At DN values
above 0.85 X 10E,the heat dissipated to the oil for this bear-
ing exceeded that of ‘the other test bearings, presumably
because of high churning losses. Temperatures and heat
dtilpation to the oil increased at a greater rate with in-
creasing DN for this type bearing than for the other types
inv@igated.

5. Cage-pocket type (broached or fitted) hnd little or no
effect on bearing operating temperature or heat dissipated
to the oil. Both cages with fitted pockets incurred grenter
wear in the roller pockets than did their prototypes with
broached pockets, presumably because of the more intimate
roller contact produced by fitted pockets and the greater
inaccessibility of fitted pockets to lubricant flow.
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The following results, which are applicable with certninty
only to the type of bearing tested, were obtained in the
investigation to determine the relative merits of nodular iron
and bronze as cage materials:

1. Wear r&s varied with cage slip and appeared to be a
function of cage material and also of the sliding velocity and
load between the rollers and inner race.

2. Cage slip occurre~ more readily at DN valuea above
1.2x 10ewith nodular iron cages than with the bronze cagea
investigated. Consequently, bearings with nodular iron
cages showed more wear of rollers and cages (especially in
cage-roller pockets) thnn did bearings’with bronze cages.

3. The severe roller and cage wear obtained in the bearings
with nodular iron cages sugged that roller-pocket and .cage-
locating-surface frktion may, under certain operating condi-
tions, exceed the tmctive force between the rollers and inner
raco and may therefore be responsible for the onset of cage
Slip.

4. Cage slip in bearings with bronze cages was accompanied
by severe roller wear and light cage wear in the cage-r@er
pockets. This fact, together with the severe cage wear
msocinted with nodular iron cage-type-bearing slip, suggests
that cage mnterial maybe a factor in reducing cage wear in a
benring operating under slip ccmditions.

5. There was little difference in performanm between the
bronze nnd nodulnr iron cages as measured by bearing
temperature, heat dissipation to the oil, and bearing wear at
DN values to 1.2x1O’ (16,000 rpm). The wear in all test
bearings nt speeds to 16,000 rpm was light and was not of a
magnitude that would indicate a very limited life.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
LmvIs FLIGHT PROPULSION LABORATORY
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TABLE IL—DIMENSIONS OF TEST BEARINGS
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